Official Stock Rom Collection For Xiaomi Redmi Note 2 Prime (MIUI)

Need a stock firmware to fix the firmware on your Xiaomi Redmi Note 2 Prime / Pro? Please
download the Flash file and read the installation guides. Attention! Not tested on firmware 1.3
Enable/disable memory card Only standard microSD card supported Connect the cable to the
computer and check if the device works. Before starting the firmware, it is recommended to remove
the previous firmware (in this case, it is possible that after the firmware update the software should
be updated). The Xiaoku redmi note 2 Prime firmware is universal and suitable for all modifications
of the XiaoMi Redsun smartphone, and does not require additional settings: After performing the
required list of operations on the device, specify the following parameters one by one: Enter your
password: "If you do not know the password, enter "111111111111" Next, in the window that opens,
we get access to the files downloaded from the Internet, which we uploaded to the device using a
USB cable. Go to "Device Manager": "Save As". Now we need to create a new "Disk" and install all
our files that were downloaded earlier. Then click on the "Update Now" button. Further actions are
similar to those described above with the "Universal Firmware". Replacing the charging connector on
Xiaoxiao Redmiy Note 3 Prime / M2 Pro We find a loose connector at the bottom of the Xiaoluxi
Red Note Prime / 3 Pro / M6 Pro phone and unscrew the two screws with it. Remove the top cover
of the phone and use a screwdriver and two screws to bend it to the end. Now we need to get to the
connector and replace it with a new one. First, we check its performance. To do this, connect the
phone to another connector and run your finger along its inside. If it does not work, then it remains
only to replace it. We connect the cable from the previously downloaded usb cable and connect it to
the connector. We unscrew the screws, take out the connector and insert it into a new socket. Then
we completely tighten all the screws again and put the top cover in place. It will take a few minutes
for the device to work properly. After that, the iPhone OS is updated and restores its functions for it.
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